
Wiitigo Invented by Bearhug 
 

CLIMATE/TERRAIN Arctic areas 

FREQUENCY Very Rare 

ORGANIZATION Solitaire 

ACTIVITY CYCLE Day 

DIET Souls 

INTELLIGENCE Medium (9-12) 

TREASURE I 

ALIGNMENT Chaotic Evil 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

NO.APPEARING 1 

ARMOR CLASS -1 

MOVEMENT 9 (15 when angry or hungry) 

HIT DICE 9 

THAC0 15 

NO. OF ATTACKS 3 

DAMAGE/ATTACKS 1d10/1d10/2d6 

SPECIAL ATTACKS None 

SPECIAL DEFENSES Immune to cold- and lightningbased attacks 

MAGIC RESISTAMCE Nil 

SIZE H (14’) 

MORALE Elite 13-14 

XP VALUE 2400 XP 
 

Wiitigos are creatures with a size of a large Polar Bear, with a thick fur in a sickly greyish color. They live in arctic 

areas or other cold places where they stalk the landscape, looking for prey.  
 

COMBAT 

The Wiitigo fights like much a Polar Bear, attacking thrice in a round, striking with its claws for 1d10 in damage, and 

biting with its teeth for 2d6. Fortunately it lacks the bearhug skill. 

Due to their thick fur, a Wiitigo is immune to cold-based attacks, but take one extra point of damage per die of fire and 

water-based damage. Since lighting were a part of the initial creation of the race, all Wiitigos have and inborn fear of 

Lightnings, even if it can't hurt them either, due to their unnatural physics. 

A Wiitigos will attack at sight, but the reason is strongly tied to how many souls it has devoured when encountered (the 

exact number is up to the DM). A Party meting a Wiitigo very close to noon or midnight, and the Wiitigo has only eaten 

2 souls that day, then it will very very hungry and must kill to survive. It will attack with a +2 to attack and the morale of 

18. If it has already consumed its 5 souls for the day, it will attacks either for the fun, because it feels threaten or to get 

fresh blood on its claws. 
 

HABITAT/SOCIETY 

The Wiitigo is a strong and aggressive creature, the only thing that would stop them from attacking, will be a large 

group of other creatures, or a Dragon. The latter is something they fear very greatly. 

All Wiitigos are dual-sexed, they live the first part of their life as a female. Then they start changing, and over a week 

they change sex to female, and as such they will ive the rest of theír life. Wittigos are able to mate in a two-week interval 

each year. At that time a male will be able to smell that the female is ready for mating, and the female will let him 

approach without challege. After succesfull mating, the male leaves the female who carries the single offspring for a 

month before she gives birth. She stays with the newborn young for about 5 minutes and then she leaves it to fend for 

itself. Needless to say there is a very high mortality rate among young Wiitigos. 
 

ECOLOGY 

The Wiitigos is a cursed race whose ancestors were created when an icebear-group was slain by magic, as a part of an 

experiment by a evil shaman. The magic didn't kill the bear, and due to the innate magic of the northlands, the magic 

instead killed the soul of the bear, but left the bear alive, though greatly mutated. The newly created Wiitigos became 

more brutal, evil and intelligent, and those who escaped the initial slaughter of each other, started roaming the frozen 

deserts for prey. 

Since the Wiitigo's soul is dead, they are without a soul themselves. Fortunately for them, they can live on the souls of 

other creatures, humanoids are normally preferred, but it will eat any soul it can get, especially wounded Wiitigos or Ice 

Bears. But where a human soul can "live" for 70-90 years, the Wittigos stolen soul only lasts for a day. The Wiitigos 

must eat at least five mammal souls a day, but one humanoid soul will do for a whole day. If it don't get enough soul(s) it 

will die at exactly noon/midnight. Only a Wish-spell can resurrect a person whose soul has been taken by a Wiitigo. 

In order to be able to rip the souls from the slain victims, the Wiitigo must have fresh blood on its claws. It must refresh 

the blood at least every 2 hours. Since it cannot use the blood form the crature who' soul it needs (since the souls has 

been "living" i the blood all its life) most Wiitigos therefore keep a fresh corpse in the cave at all time. In the cave it will 

also be possible to find a few valuables of items which belonged to victims of the Wiitigos hunger for souls. 

Since the Wiitigos powers are linked to its claws, they are very useful for creating jewelry, which protects against 

lightning, and its fur can be used for Robes of Cold Protection. 


